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PKrass 12:58  Hi, everyone, welcome. We'll be getting started in a few minutes. × 
PKrass 12:58  I'm Peter Krass, and I will be moderating today's live chat.× 
dcottinghamwestip 12:58  Hello Everyone× 
PKrass 1:00  Does that help?× 
ustreamer-834 1:01  Hello!× 
ustreamer-78941 1:01  hello× 
PKrass 1:02  Hi and welcome, we'll be gettng started very soon.× 
PKrass 1:03  David Cottingham, I saw you're in. Welcome.× 
PKrass 1:03  Brian Overmyer, you're with us, yes?× 
bovermeyer-1 1:04  yes× 
PKrass 1:04  Great, then let's get started.× 
PKrass 1:04  Good morning or good afternoon, depending on where you are, and welcome to today’s video 

presentation and live channel chat on Cisco’s Masters Specialization site on CRN.com. × 
PKrass 1:05  I'm Peter Krass, and I will be your moderator.× 
PKrass 1:05  Today, while you’re viewing the video presentation on Cisco’s Master Specialized Partner 
program, you can also join our live text-only chat.× 
PKrass 1:06  Today’s guests on the live chat are Brian Overmyer of Cisco...× 
PKrass 1:06  and David Cottingham, senior VP at West IP Communications, and a Cisco Master Specialized 
Partner.× 
ustreamer-78941 1:06  I think I'm in on this chat. We are a premier Cisco partner in Northern Michigan, and I 

was just curious about the master program.× 
PKrass 1:07  We're hoping to have other Cisco executives joining us soon. × 
PKrass 1:07  78941, you've come to the right place!× 
PKrass 1:07  Also, please note our special giveaway. To thank you for participating in today’s live chat, we will 

be giving away three Amazon gift cards of $100 each. To be eligible for this gift-card drawing, you’ll need to 
register at this Cisco Master Specialization page...× 
PKrass 1:07  http://nr-pages.crn.com/CiscoGiveawayReg× 
PKrass 1:08  OK. To get us started, I have a few questions for Brian and David. Then we'll open the floor to your 

questions.× 
bovermeyer-1 1:08  Welcome to Northern Michigan! I grew up north of Ann Arbor.× 
PKrass 1:09  Brian: Can you give an example or two of how the Master Specialized Partner program enables 
partners? And how it rewards them? × 
bovermeyer-1 1:09   Sure - good question× 
bovermeyer-1 1:09  The Master Specialization demonstrates the highest level of expertise with Cisco solutions 

The Cisco Channel Partner Program is designed to strengthen a partner’s ability to capture market opportunities. 
A master partner carries a certified Cisco designation indicating the partner has deep knowledge of entire 
solutions lifecycle including pre and post sales in the specific technology.× 
PKrass 1:11   OK, thanks. David: Of the various benefits you’ve enjoyed as a result of being a Cisco Master 
Specialized Partner, which one or two would you say have been the most valuable? And why?× 
ustreamer-78941 1:11  So then you know Traverse City. Not sure we have the client base up here to support a 

master specialization, and I think we are a few steps away with only express collab. Specialization 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:12  First, I think it is Credibility. It shows that Cisco has certified we have what it takes to 
get the job done.× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:12  Second, it improves us a provider, and insures we have the best training and staff in 
place to support customers.× 
ustreamer-33981 1:13  Hi guys, Julie from Cisco here × 
cpham4 1:13  Hi Julie× 
bovermeyer-1 1:13  Welcome Julie× 
ustreamer-34791 1:13  Hey× 
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PKrass 1:13  Hi, Julie! And thanks, David. Question for Brian: What must a company do to qualify for the Cisco 
Master Specialized Partner program? What’s involved in the audit?× 
bovermeyer-1 1:14  Good question× 
bovermeyer-1 1:14  A partner who meets specific requirements and participates successfully in a third party 

audit can attain the master brand in one or more of the master specializations. The audit is based on industry 
standard ITIL requirements and includes an in-depth demonstration providing a partner the opportunity to show 
case their skills used to engage a customer in a strategic discussion to determine how customer-specific 
business problems  
PKrass 1:15  Great, thanks. David: How easy or difficult was it for your company to qualify for Cisco Master 
Specialized Partner status?× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:16  It is challenging, but if you are already building your practice these are skills and 

capabilities you should be putting in place× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:16  So it is not a big incremental expense. It’s being disciplined and planned× 
PKrass 1:17  OK, thanks. I'd now like to open the floor to questions from our audience. You can address your 
questions to Brian Overmeyer and Julie Boegner of Cisco, or David Cottingham of West IP Communications.× 
cpham4 1:17  Is Cisco Master Specialized Partner Status auto renewed each year?× 
ustreamer-8450 1:17  can a partner skip over advanced, silver, gold and go to master?× 
ustreamer-8450 1:17  can a partner skip over advanced, silver, gold and go to master?× 
cpham4 1:18  Renewed as in status, or must you go through the process each year to maintain status.× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:18  I'll defer the rules questions to the Cisco team.× 
ustreamer-33981 1:18  The Master specializations are not auto-renewed, however, partners may be eligible for 

a one-year waiver if in good standing with no past action items 
ustreamer-34791 1:19  what is actually waived?× 
ustreamer-33981 1:19  The certifications are actually not a linear requirement for Master× 
ustreamer-33981 1:19  A partner can hold just the Master badge if desired× 
bovermeyer-1 1:19  So - the Master is an alternative to getting Gold Certification for example - it shows depth 
rather than breadth - you do not need to be certified to get a Master Specialization× 
ustreamer-33981 1:19  The onsite audit and demo are waived 
ustreamer-33981 1:20  Personnel requirements must still be in place, but usually they are the same individuals 
as from the previous year× 
ustreamer-33981 1:20  If an individual holding a role left, then a new person would need to replace them to meet 

requirements× 
PKrass 1:21  Is there any advantage to holding both Gold and Master Specialization?× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:21  From a partner point of view, yes. Both have benefits.× 
PKrass 1:22  David, could you say a bit more about that? What are some of the benes?× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:22  Many customers know Gold, so that’s a door opener× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:22  Then the Master certifications back that up with depth. × 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:23  So I view gold as breadth, Master as depth 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:23  So I view gold as breadth, Master as depth 
PKrass 1:24  Thanks. Other questions, audience members? We have both Cisco reps and an actual Master 

Specialized Partner online.× 
bovermeyer-1 1:24  To add to what David said, Cisco provides different financial and other benefits when 
partners invest in Master or in Gold, but the key is understanding where you want your business to go× 
ustreamer-358 1:25  David, is there a particular Specialization that you’ve found to be more advantageous in the 

market?× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:25  Maybe not a perfect answer but it depends on your practice× 
bovermeyer-1 1:25  do you want to be known as an expert in Collaboration for example - the best of the best? 

Or - do you want to offer a robust cross architecture solutions and have expertise in Data Center, Collab, Sec, 
etc.× 

       dcottinghamwestip-1 1:26  For us Collab is key 
ustreamer-34791 1:26  What's the process for becoming a Cisco partner?× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:26  And then the Managed Services as well because we are a service provider× 
ustreamer-358 1:26  that makes sense, and it also lends support to why i would want to have the breadth and 
depth× 
ustreamer-358 1:26  thanks 
bovermeyer-1 1:27  to become a Cisco partner - a good place to start is here 

http://www.cisco.com/web/partners/ecosystem/index.html× 
ustreamer-34791 1:28  thanks× 
bovermeyer-1 1:28  this is a location where you can look at the different programs we have and how to start that 
journey× 
ustreamer-54181 1:28  In order to get started in one of the master program, beyond becoming a partner, what 
would be the next step?× 
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ustreamer-33981 1:29  Next steps include checking out the pages that provide details, like 

www.cisco.com/go/mcb 
PKrass 1:30  David: Can you give us an example of one of your sales wins that was helped by your status as a 
Cisco Master Specialized Partner?× 
ustreamer-33981 1:31  Also working with your local Cisco team will help you determine the best choices for your 
business × 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:31  Our teams routinely use it when making introductory sales calls.× 
PKrass 1:31  OK. Also, audience members, please remember that we'll be giving away 3 Amazon gift cards...× 
PKrass 1:31  To be eligible for this gift-card drawing, you’ll need to register at this Cisco Master Specialization 
page...× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:32  We also use it to improve our partnering with the Cisco field× 
PKrass 1:32  http://nr-pages.crn.com/CiscoGiveawayReg× 
PKrass 1:33  Brian or Julie...about how much TIME does it take for a company to go thru the process and 

become a Master Specialized Partner? 
ustreamer-33981 1:34  It depends to be honest on what the partner may already have in terms of prerequisites× 
PKrass 1:35  Ok, then what would you consider very fast? And how long would you consider to be slow?× 
ustreamer-33981 1:35  For example, a Gold partner may already have the Data Center Architecture 

specialization, which is needed for Master Cloud Builder 
ustreamer-33981 1:36  But the average time for getting requirements met with personnel and then prepping for 

and hosting the onsite audit/demo is about 6 months 
ustreamer-34791 1:36  Average of 6 months?× 
ustreamer-33981 1:37  It really does, but I've seen partners obtain everything needed in parallel then schedule 

their audit quickly and be onboard in about 4 months. Average of 6 months however, yes.× 
ustreamer-33981 1:37  The bulk of that time is preparation for the onsite demo and audit× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:37  That matches our experience 
PKrass 1:38  Great, thanks. Audience members, we're getting near the end of our session. Any more questions 

for Brian and Julie of Cisco, or David of West IP Communications 
ustreamer-34791 1:39  If we have a question later can we reach out to you?× 
ustreamer-33981 1:40  Yes, in fact, you can contact us at masterspecialization@cisco.com× 
ustreamer-34791 1:40  thank you× 
ustreamer-33981 1:40  You're welcome 
PKrass 1:40  OK, it seems we’ve answered everyone’s questions. So Brian, Julie, David…any closing 
statements?× 
ustreamer-54181 1:41  Lisa@thechannelcompany here - the final chat archive ad video will be posted on the 
learning center so make sure to share as needed with others× 
ustreamer-33981 1:41  A thank you to everyone for joining and asking great questions, and to David for sharing 
his experiences!!× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:41  Thanks for the opportunity to participate. Cisco is a great partner. We also work with 
peer Cisco VARs who may decide they can't make the investment in Master, or a particular Master cert.× 
dcottinghamwestip-1 1:41  Thank you.× 
PKrass 1:42  OK. I’d like to thank Brian Overmeyer and Julie Boegner of Cisco, and David Cottingham of West 
IP Communications for being our guests.× 
PKrass 1:42  And I’d like to thank you for attending our video presentation and live chat. Have a great rest of 

your day!× 
bovermeyer-1 1:42  thanks× 
ustreamer-34791 1:42  thank you ... you too 
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